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Abstract

The inverse lithography technology (ILT) is a promising approach to print the integrated
circuit (IC) on a wafer with increasingly smaller feature size. However, conventional ILT
optimizes the whole mask pattern uniformly. In this work, an inverse lithography approach
incorporating both awareness of the hotspots and robustness against process variations is
proposed. We describe how it achieves various degrees of correction in the corresponding
regions. The scheme includes fixing the hotspots and applying a weight matrix to the cost
function as a control of adjustment. Simulation results are compared with the conventional
ILT to illustrate the performance improvement in terms of pattern fidelity and process
window.

1 Introduction

Resolution in optical lithography is limited by the wavelength of light, the numerical aper-
ture (NA) and a process constant k1 [1]. However, nowadays, the shrinkage of integrated
circuit feature size outpaces the development of the shorter wavelength and higher NA, so
resolution enhancement techniques (RET) are critical to minimize pattern distortions when
printed onto wafers. Optical proximity correction (OPC) is one common approach of the
RET that pre-distorts the mask pattern in order to obtain desired printed shape. As cur-
rent lithography has entered the low-k1 regime [2], OPC is not sufficient to exploit a larger
solution space to achieve great pattern fidelity. To address this issue, ILT is becoming a
promising candidate.

ILT is performed as a mask synthesis process, which solves the inverse problem by opti-
mizing an objective function [3]. Iterative methods are usually applied in the optimization
process, including early work using mixed linear integer programming [4], different refined
gradient-based approaches and the level-set method [5]. We can also use a continuous func-
tion formulation and employ the steepest-descent algorithm [6], which has been further
generalized to partially coherent illumination (PCI) systems [7]. Since the steepest-descent
method has a slower convergence than conjugate gradient [8], the latter is currently favored
to produce less iterations, thus shorter overall execution time [9, 10]. ILT can also be applied
to both binary and phase-shifting masks (PSMs) [11], double exposure lithography [12] and
manufacturability enhancement [13].

While the above algorithms afford rich techniques for solving inverse lithography, it is
problematic to establish a full ILT application to practical manufacturing [14]. One such



concern is that conventional ILT optimizes uniformly the whole mask pattern. Accually,
certain parts need more intensive treatment (i.e. the hotspots) but may not receive suffi-
cient correction, while the other parts only need relatively simple correction and may incur
wastage in the computation. Another issue is that smaller dimensions are more sensitive
to process variations. Consequently, increase in the robustness of the result design can be
achieved by incorporating aberration variations such as defocus and dose fluctuations into
objective function [15, 16].

This paper focuses on the robust mask design using hotspots-aware inverse synthesis
technique. A hotspots selection criteria based on the target image and the possible smallest
image is developed. In accordance with the selected hotspots and the edge of the target
image, a weight matrix is applied to the optimization procedure, which also takes the focus
and dose variations into account to further expand the process window. Experiments are
presented to show the performance of this proposed method on process robustness against
aberrations.

2 Inverse Lithography Optimization

The lithography process is frequently divided into two parts, namely the aerial image for-
mation and photo-resist development. With a partially coherent illumination, the aerial
image Ia(x, y) can be described as [17]

Ia(x, y) =

∞∫
· · ·

∫
−∞

J(f, g)Ĥ(f + f1, g + g1)Ĥ
∗(f + f2, g + g2)M̂(f1, g1)M̂

∗(f2, g2)

×e−i2π[(f1−f2)x+(g1−g2)y] df dg df1 dg1 df2 dg2

=

∞∫∫
−∞

J(f, g) |M(x, y)⊗H(x, y; f, g)|2 df dg. (1)

In the above equation, J represents the effective source, and M denotes the input mask
pattern, and its spectrum is M̂ . Pupil function Ĥ, where its inverse Fourier transform
H, is called the point spread function. The symbol ⊗ and ∗ are the convolution operator
and the complex conjugate, respectively. Then, the aerial image goes through the photo-
resist development to form the printed image I(x, y). A sigmoid function is employed to
approximate the resist effect due to its differentiability, given by

I(x, y) = sig (Ia(x, y)) =
1

1 + e−α(Ia(x,y)−tr)
, (2)

in which tr is the threshold and α indicates the steepness of the sigmoid function.
Suppose the desired printed image is I0(x, y), so the goal of inverse lithography is to

find an optimized mask pattern Mopt(x, y) by minimizing the difference between I(x, y) and
I0(x, y), i.e.,

Mopt(x, y) = arg min
M(x,y)

d {I(x, y), I0(x, y)}

subject to M(x, y) ∈ {0, 1}. (3)

There are different forms of d {·, ·}, which consist of the pattern fidelity term such as �1
norm or the square of �2 norm, as well as various regularization terms for specific cases [18].



3 Hotpost Selection and Weighted Inverse Lithography

Most of previous ILT schemes apply a form of cost function as Equation (3), which means
the same degree of correction over the whole image. In our optimization framework, a
weight matrix is combined with the cost function, and various degrees of correction can be
achieved by adjusting the weight coefficients.

Before solving the optimization problem, the first step is to select the hotspots regions. A
process variation (PV) band is generated from the possible smallest image and the largest
image at multiple process conditions, and Is(x, y) denotes the smallest image, which is
created out of focus with the maximum exposure dose [1]. The difference between the
desired pattern and the smallest output is given by

ΔI(x, y) = I0(x, y)− Is(x, y). (4)

Since ΔI(x, y) shows how printing responds to process variation, the regions with larger
area are the regions that are most sensitive to aberrations. In order to fix these hotspots, a
map is generated by taking into account the value of each pixel and the value of the eight
neighbor pixels around it, expressed as

Im(x, y) =

{
0 , ΔI(x, y) = 0

ΔI(x− 1, y − 1) + · · ·+ΔI(x+ 1, y + 1) , ΔI(x, y) �= 0.
(5)

The larger the value of Im(x, y), the more serious distortions there are in the surrounding of
the corresponding pixel. It indicates that the process variations will produce a deteriorating
effect on the regions with large values of Im(x, y). Thus, hotspots are apparent on the map.
So in the next step we choose the weight matrix W1(x, y) based on the selected hotspots.
W1(x, y) equals to unity when Im(x, y) is less than a threshold tw, and relatively large values
otherwise, i.e.,

W1(x, y) =

{
1 , Im(x, y) < tw

λ1Im(x, y) , Im(x, y) ≥ tw.
(6)

Meanwhile, we note that in Equation (6), the corners and edges of the pattern do not
produce as large values as expected, and they are also the critical locations difficult to
print. Therefore, another matrix W2(x, y) determined by the target image’s edge is added
to enhance the degree of correction on the edge. Ie(x, y) is the extracted target image’s
edge, and W2(x, y) is given by

W2(x, y) = λ2Ie(x, y). (7)

The square of �2 norm is employed to ensure pattern fidelity and a binary penalty is
added as mask regularization, and hence we formulate the optimization problem as

Mopt(x, y) =
∑
x,y

[W1(x, y) +W2(x, y)]‖I(x, y)− I0(x, y)‖22 + γ
∑
x,y

M(x, y)[1−M(x, y)].

(8)

As in [1], the Equation (8) takes process variations into account to increase the robustness.
The focus and dose variations are treated as random variables and the cost function is
minimized under various conditions to find the optimal solutions.
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(a) Target pattern
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(b) Optimized mask from (c) Output of (b) at (d) Output of (b) at

weighted ILT best focus 60nm defocus
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(e) Optimized mask from (f) Output of (e) at (g) Output of (e) at

conventional ILT best focus 60nm defocus

Figure 1: Simulation results of test pattern.

4 Results

We employ the weighted algorithm described above to analyze a target pattern, as shown
in Figure 1 (a), which is represented by a 151× 151 matrix with a pixel size 10nm× 10nm.
An annular illumination with σin = 0.7 and σout = 0.9 is applied to the partially coherent
imaging system, where its parameters are set to be λ = 193 nm and NA = 1.25. In the
sigmoid function, tr = 0.3 and α = 85. In the hotspots selection step, the smallest image is
generated at 70 nm defocus and 10% dose.

In order to validate the performance of hotspots-aware inverse lithography presented in
this paper, Figure 1 (b) to (d) display the optimized mask, as well as its printed image at
nominal conditions and at a defocus of 60nm, respectively, and compare with corresponding
results from conventional ILT in terms of pattern error, which are given in the following
row with the same structure. Both methods show similar output at best focus, while under
the circumstance of defocus, the pattern error is reduced from 170 in Figure 1 (g) to 24
Figure 1 (d).

To quantify the robustness, we measure the process window of the optimized mask in
Figure 1 (b) and Figure 1 (e) at three critical locations such as the width of a feature, line-
ends and the minimum feature size. They are numbered and marked with different colors in
the magnified target pattern in Figure 2 (a). The common method of measuring the process
window is to calculate how large exposure latitude (EL) or depth of focus (DOF) can be
when the other parameter is fixed. Figure 2 (b) and (c) use color curve pairs to indicate the
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(b) Process window of conventional ILT
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(c) Process window of weighted ILT

Figure 2: Process window and DOFs with a 5% EL.

maximum dose and the minimum dose of the correspond locations. The distance between
one pair of curves at a fixed focus is EL, and at a certain dose, the largest acceptable defocus
range is called DOF, and the range bounded by three pairs of curves defines the process
window [1]. So Figure 2 (c) exhibits a larger process window for the weighted ILT than
that in Figure 2 (b) for the uniform ILT. Here we compare the DOFs by fixing the EL
condition as 5%, as illustrated by the ellipses in Figure 2, (c) has a larger focus range than
(b), which signifies an enhanced robustness. Thus the proposed algorithm can produce a
robust hotspots-aware mask against process aberrations.

5 Conclusion

In conclusion, a weighted inverse optimization algorithm is developed for robust mask design
in optical lithography. We investigate how the cost functions are weighted by selected
hotspots and statistical probability of process variations. Compared to previous uniform
ILT, our approach results in lower pattern error and larger process window.
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